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The paper applies the well-known results obtained by Naryshkina to theevalu- 
ation of the initial stresses on the area of contact between elastic bodies 
in the absence of total friction. 

1. If we replace the two bodies by half-spaceszjb0 subjected only to 
normal stresses on the area of contact, we obtain following Expression for 
the displacements ofpoints in the directions of the axes 02, [l] : 

(1.1) 

where M' for zero initial values and body forces have the form 

(1.2) 

The domain l",, which is three-dimensional, belongs to the hyperplane 
=J = 0; the displacements of points 0 W,, in the direction of these axes are 
determined by the fundamental solutions of the longitudinal type; the quan- 
tities N3 J and N,J may be obtained from (1.2) by replacing W,,Oby the ap- 
propriate displacements from the fundamental solutions of the transverse 
type. 

The principal part of WJ,' is given by 

Wj,’ = ‘i - ‘io 
rjs [(to - t)* - ‘j2”j-“] _ - ~ Rc ~ ejl" db 

rj2 = (x - 2J2 + (y - yoj2 + (Zj -- Zjo12 O (1.3) 

Here a, are the velocities of propagation of longitudinal waves in the 
media. From now on we shall denote the velocities of propagatlon of trans- 
verse waves by bj. The functions BJ1 are given by the relations 

to.- 2 - t)jrP’ COS (~ -- h) + (‘j --zjO) 'jl (ej,) -= O 

Lj, (0) - q=-TF, z: -- 2-0 7:: p’ cos fq, y - y. = p’ sincp (1.4) 
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The remaining parts, which correspond to the reflected waves, may be found 
from Formulas 

Fj- (0) -- 
Pi+ (0) 

Y’ (9) dedh, Y (t3) =es, Y” :z 28 

0 0 

Wjl”’ 
2= ‘d”’ 402 (202 _ bj-%) 

=-I- 2; s 5 F+ (0) 
I’ (0) dedh 

F,’ (0) = (bj2 L 2~~)Bf-4eEil (o)Ljz (o), Li2 (0) = )/bj-* - 0’ 

The principal parts of the fundamental solutions W,,O and WJ,Oare 

277 

wjtl' = -y[(la - t)' - rj’bi-a] = - & i Re x (e) ~09 AdA 

0 

I 
an 

I(& - t)' - rjabj-*l = + 2n 
s 

Re x (0) sin Ml. 
0 

x(e) = eLj2 (e) - bi-a + bje 

To them corresponds the reflected disturbance 

z 
Wign = - z Re 

4 (28 a - bj-*) Ljl (0 ) Ljz (0 ) 

Fj+ (e) 
f (e) cos A&da 

x’ (0) sin I.dOdI.. 

0 0 

(1.5) 

U.6) 

H.7) 

w+ 

The 

L&2; 

variables BJlr* and Blr" may be determined from equalities of the type 
Making use of the properties of the fundamental solutions we may 

(l.l)-. 
justify the insertion of the differential sign under the integral in 
We then obtain 

1, 

\ wj txlll YO, 
aWj,’ 
_+--_ z 

0” azjO 

aWjs” aWj4’ d dT 

aso 1 aye * 
V.9) 

Letting zJo tend to zero we find that 

to 
Wj (% Yo, 0, t) dt = 

eLjl (e) dh 
Fe+ ((fj)mp cos @_ A) p (“r Y9 t) dT (1.10) 

0 
3 

where pJ are the densities of the media 

0= 
to - t 

p’cos (cp- I.) ’ 
p’ = (z - %F + (Y - Ye )‘, P (2, y, t) = - u, b!r 31, 0 

Adding, we obtain the relative displacement of the bodies 
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to 

I . W (20, YO, 0, 1) dt = 
0 

where 8, an area in the XY plane, is the common part of the area of contact 
and of the base of the circular cone with apex at the point (xc, uc, t,) to 
which the hypercone degenerates at E 
so small that the base of this cone 

i = 0 and ziO = 0. Suppose that to Is 
les entire y within the area of contact, 

then B will be a circle with center at the point (xc, p,, 0) and radius 
aJ(to - t). Bpanding p(x y, t) Into a series in the variables x, y, t in 
the vicinity of the point 1.x,,, I/,,, 0), we obtain 

1. 

W h, YO, 0, 4 dt = 

where terms that do not affect the final result have been omitted. Setting 

E= 
P' cos ((p - A), 

to-t ’ 
aj = ai co9 (9, - A) 

we find 

Let us evaluate the integral of the right-hand side. Denoting the lnte- 
grand by + we can write an en 

KjO = 
ss 

@ 1~09 (cp - Nl dMcp (1.14) 

0 0 

but 2% 

$pIcos(q- Q, (cos A) dA = 0 

0 

(i.iS) 

Therefore 

2s 

Kjo = 29% 
s 

a, [cos (cp - A)] dl = 2n ~U,(car*)d~=44nnSb(cwI)di (1.16) 

0 t 0 

Taking account of the choice of the branches of the radicals and their 
value, we obtain 
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(x1 = co’-’ vkj, %a = da-’ ‘r/kj, kj = bj’ / ai’, aI = aj COB A; a, = O* sin h) 

Carrying OTC both integrals by parts and making a change of variables, 
putting n = tan X in the first and n = cot X in the second, we obtain 

We adopt the notation 

This integral may be evaluated In elementary functions. For example, if 
k, = ‘/a, then Q (l/J --,0.0717. Collecting results, we obtain 

Kjo = 24tcaj”kj% Q (kj) (1.20) 

Returning now to equality (1.12), we write this in the form 

t. 

s W h YO, 0, 4 dt = 1.’ 
4F (x,, y,, 0) a Q w 

r( zl qbf f ,* l l 

(1.21) 
0 

The terms omitted are of the order of t3,, and higher. Differentiating 
twice with respect to t and letting t, - 0, we arrive at the relation 

i3W ( 1 @ b, Y, 0) * 
at, t,=o= n 2 Q (kj) 

j=l pjbj 
(1.22) 

which for a given function W enables us to find the Initial value of the 
normal stress at points on the area of contact between the bodies. 

2, If one of the bodies for example, 
flat base) the result (1.221 is simplified 

the first, is rigid (a die with a 

(2.1) 

where V 
% 

is the relative velocity of Impact, and p, X, and k refer to the 
second ody. Thus the stresses p are uniform at all points under the die. 
This enables us to calculate the force exerted by the die on the half-space 

PS=~-- 
8 Q’;k) ‘d 

where S Is the area of the base of the die. Thus, upon Impact of a die on 
a half-space the force Increases spasmodically,reachlng Instantaneouslythe 
value (2.2). When initial contact occurs at points or on lines the above 
force is zero since in this case S = 0. 
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